
 
 
Questions and Answers from a Webinar on “What 6 key  dairy additives 
should you insist on everyday in every ration?” wit h Dr. Jack Garret, 
QualiTech and Dr. Michael Hutjens, University of Il linois.  
 
Q: When feeding 100% SQM in the diet, will some of the trace mineral be soluble 
enough to meet the microbial requirements for the trace mineral in the rumen? 
 
A: The unique structure of SQM organic trace minerals includes electrostatic 
bonding that holds the minerals in close association on the outside of the 
polysaccharide molecule.  This bonding resists interactions with antagonists but 
does allow bacteria to cleave off minerals from the external structure for their 
use.  Jack Garrett, QualiTech  
 
 
Q: Mike, as forage quality gets better and better toward rocket fuel, I see less 
and less response to Rumensin, to the point it becomes a limitation.  Any 
thoughts?  Is this an acidosis or trans fatty acid mechanism that results in 
reduced milk fat? 
 
A:  My “response/guess” is high quality forages can challenge healthy rumen 
responses -- improvements with higher forage diets and adding 0.5 to 1 pound of 
straw reflect this point.  Rumensin can depress fiber digesting bacteria and lower 
rumen acetate production.  If the rumen is “on the edge,” the response to 
Rumensin may be lowered.  My vote is rumen acidosis/rumen environment is the 
limiting factor with legume/grass high quality forages, >200 RFQ.  If the forage 
contained higher levels of unsaturated fatty acids, such as corn silage, then the 
trans fatty acid mechanism could contribute. Mike Hutjens, University of 
Illinois  

 
Q: In Chile, monensin is considered a drug so we cannot use it as an additive. 
Would you maintain the ranking you showed for additives, if you cannot use it?  
 
A:  If you cannot use monensin -- also true in the European Union, silage 
inoculants and organic trace minerals become numbers 1 and 2 followed by 
yeast products and rumen buffers.  These rankings can change on an individual 
farm depending on ration specifications, feed ingredients, and level of milk 
production.  Mike Hutjens, University of Illinois  
 
 
Q: Dr. Garrett, can you please explain the way the mineral is transported through 
the epithelial wall, considering that before this happens, it is relieved from the 
polysaccharide? It seems that, in this moment, it could act as an inorganic 
mineral. 
 
 



 
 
A:   The protection that is provided to trace minerals by polysaccharides, amino 
acids, proteins, or propionates is actually a barrier between the trace mineral and 
antagonists present in the diet or environment.  But trace minerals need to be 
released so the transport protein can attach and escort the minerals through the 
epithelial to the blood stream.  During that short period of time, the trace minerals 
are equivalent to an inorganic source.  The real key here is that the trace mineral 
is protected during the majority of the digestive process.  Jack Garrett, 
QualiTech  
 
 
Q: Where is Dr. Hutjens at with feeding live culture/direct fed microbials? My 
argument is you can't force a microbe into the dynamic environment of the 
rumen...what are his thoughts/ current research thinking? 
 
A: You are correct. The live direct fed microbes must compete and remain viable 
in the rumen -- if this is the site of impact such as improving the rumen pH or 
stimulating groups of microbes.  If the DFM functions in the lower digestive tract, 
it must remain viable when passed to the small intestine, if this is the site of 
impact.  Mike Hutjens, University of Illinois  
 
 
Q: What data is your organic trace mineral recommendation based on? There 
are several technologies; which is the one you recommend? 
 
A:  My recommendation to replace 25% to 33% of inorganic trace minerals in dry 
and lactating cow rations is based on research from several different types of 
organic trace mineral products.  When selecting your product, ask for research 
data from controlled studies to evaluate the product.  I am not aware of 
comparisons other than the Feedstuffs data presented in the seminar.  Mike 
Hutjens, University of Illinois  
 
 
Q: What is more important bioavailability or cow performance? 
 
A:  Bioavailability is the key which leads to higher levels of available trace 
minerals for the target tissue’s use -- could be mammary gland,  uterus, or hoof 
region for example -- which then leads to improved cow performance -- less 
lameness, higher fertility, lower somatic cell count, and/or milk production.  Mike 
Hutjens, University of Illinois  

 
 

Q: Do rumen bugs adapt to Rumensin supplementation? 
 
 
 



 
 
A: Rumensin impacts certain classes of bacteria, such as fiber digesting bacteria 
or microbes that reduce lactic acid levels in the rumen.  Initially, these microbes 
may be impacted / slowed, but the rumen microbes adapt.  I base this on studies 
and field observations following milk fat test changes -- cows may recover in 1 to 
2 weeks -- and methane digesting manure systems when the results of 
Rumensin-supplemented diets are first introduced in the methane digester.  Mike 
Hutjens, University of Illinois  
 
 
Q: Can we feed no inorganic minerals and feed instead all organic minerals (the 
ones available presently) at lower amounts? 
 
A: Several factors need to be considered.   

• Rumen microbes require trace minerals also which can be met with 
inorganic trace minerals.   

• We need research to determine the substitution of organic for inorganic 
mineral. For example, does 100 grams of organic zinc replace 300 or 500 
grams of inorganic zinc? 

• Impact of interfering antagonists 
• Cost comparison 

Mike Hutjens, University of Illinois  
 
 
Q: What do you mean by DNA fingerprinting with DFMs? 
 
A: Specific strains of direct fed microbial (DFM) products may provide beneficial 
responses similar to studies with yeast strains, silage inoculants, and identifying 
the types of staph mastitis organism.  DNA fingerprinting can allow the 
production and certification of specific organisms that can repeat the positive 
benefits of the DFM measured in research results.  Mike Hutjens, University of 
Illinois  
 
 
Q: Have additional trials resulted in the conception rate gain you had with SQM?  
 
A:   We have some beef research that has shown influences on conception rate.  
As I showed early in my presentation, several minerals are involved in ovulation. 
If those minerals are deficient in a diet or feeding program, conception rate will 
suffer.  Making sure that trace mineral status is maintained is the objective of 
feeding SQM organic trace minerals.  The feeding of SQM organic trace minerals 
influences conception rates by assuring there is sufficient trace mineral nutrition 
or status. Jack Garrett, QualiTech 
 
 
 



 
 
Q: Is there an SQM form of selenium? 
 
A:  No, we haven’t tried to manufacture an SQM selenium.  Selenium is really 
kind of a unique trace mineral in that it can replace sulfur in compounds such as 
methionine, creating seleno-methionine.  Seleno-methionine can actually replace 
selenium in a protein structure.  By putting selenium into methionine, the 
selenium will be absorbed just like methionine.  And this is different than a bound 
mineral like zinc or copper bound to methionine.  The selenium is actually an 
integral part of this amino acid structure and thus has extremely high 
bioavailability.  Jack Garrett, QualiTech 
 
 
Q: Is there a good way to estimate the level of antagonism in my current TMRs? 
Are some feedstuffs more likely to have higher levels of antagonists than others? 
 
A: Currently, there isn’t an inexpensive way to determine the level of antagonists 
in a total mixed ration (TMR).  You could measure sulfur, oxides, and iron, but as 
the North Carolina research showed just knowing the iron content doesn’t tell you 
form, and that is critical.  We do know that distiller’s grains do bring a high level 
of sulfur to diets as well as some hard water sources.  The use of organic trace 
minerals such as SQM is more like an insurance policy right now until we can 
more accurately determine what level of antagonism exists within each diet.  
Jack Garrett, QualiTech  
 

 
Q: What percent of my trace minerals should be organic? 
 
A: Our recommendation is to replace 25% to 33% of the supplemented zinc, 
copper, and manganese with organic sources; and 50% of the supplemented 
selenium for lactating cows and 100% of the supplemented selenium for dry 
cows as organic selenium.  Mike Hutjens, University of Illinois  
 

 
Q: How soon after adding organic trace minerals can I expect to see results? 
 
A: We recommend a minimum of six months to evaluate cow responses to a 
change in trace mineral feeding programs.  The challenge is that trace minerals 
do not directly or immediately impact milk yield or components the way amino 
acid balancing does, for example.  Rather, fertility, lameness and udder health 
via somatic cell count changes are benchmarks that require more time to 
evaluate -- may need a dry period for example.  Other factors can also impact 
these benchmarks which must be considered. For example, a cow with a staph 
aureus infection may not respond to trace mineral supplementation until the 
infection is cured by treatment.  
Mike Hutjens, University of Illinois  


